**HOLLY SPRINGS**

**DISTANCE:** 3.18 miles  
**HIKING TIME:** 1:15  
**DIFFICULTY:** easy/mod

**IDEAL FOR:** Pets, distance hikers, trail runners and cyclists.

**PERKS:** This route offers trail diversity: a variety of environments along the route as well as varied trail footing (paved, wide, narrow, smooth,...).

**PRECAUTIONS:** The route is classified somewhat moderate primarily due to elevation change. Loopty Logging Road and Grinder Fire Road have little tree cover offering great sunshine in the cooler winter weather but the exposure in the summer heat can be intense (be sure to have plenty of drinking water for all travelers).

- Entrance into the woods on “Bombs Away” is slightly hidden.
- There are several mountain-bike friendly obstacles on the trail.
- This portion of the trail gets full sun – great in winter but hot in the summer.
- Native Beauty Berry in bloom along the trail early Fall.